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Pedro Strop stepping up in closer role as Cubs beat Padres 5-4
By Paul Sullivan
The Cubs will have to get by for a while longer without Brandon Morrow, the first time manager Joe
Maddon has had to go without his closer for an extended stretch since coming on board in 2015.
Hector Rondon, Aroldis Chapman, Wade Davis and Morrow all got the job done with infrequent hiccups
over the last four seasons, but no one knew quite what to expect when Morrow went on the disabled
list July 18 with biceps inflammation.
Maddon never officially named a closer in Morrow’s absence, but Pedro Strop is the name he has called
most in the ninth inning, for better or worse.
One day after narrowly escaping a Padres rally, Strop came up big Saturday with a perfect ninth,
notching his fourth straight save in a 5-4 win at sweltering Wrigley Field.
“I think it’s an easy decision for Joe,” Strop said. “Not putting me in, but it’s an easy decision because
anybody in (the bullpen) can close a game.
“He could’ve used me, he could’ve used C.J. (Carl Edwards Jr.), he could use (Steve) Cishek, who has the
most experience as a closer, and now we’ve got (Brandon) Kintzler. Anybody can close a game.”
Well, not anybody. Anthony Rizzo recalled the Cubs bullpen of five years ago, when no one could close.
“Sometimes you’d scratch your head with people coming in,” he said. “But on this team, anyone that
comes into the game we have full confidence in.”
Backed by a five-run second on the strength of tape-measure home runs by Rizzo and Kyle Schwarber,
Kyle Hendricks notched his eighth win to continue his recent hot streak.
Hendricks allowed four runs in 5 2/3 innings while striking out seven and is 3-1 with a 3.53 ERA over his
last six starts.
Jon Lester has been the horse, but after Cole Hamels’ strong debut and a dominant outing by Jose
Quintana on Friday, the rest of the rotation appears to be getting into a groove.
“We’re on the upswing,” Hendricks said. “Q has been throwing the ball real well. Hamels, his first start
looked real good. And even today, I thought it was a little better than the (pitching) line turned out.
We’ve got to stick with what we’re doing, kind of following Jon, just making good pitches, attacking the
strike zone.”
Schwarber started things off in the second with a long home run to right-center. Ian Happ and Addison
Russell, who both attended a post-Lollapalooza party Friday night with Rizzo, chipped in with singles

before Rizzo belted a 444-foot line drive off the roof of the batter’s-eye suite in straightaway center,
making it 4-0.
So how was the Lolla party?
“I don’t remember,” Rizzo said, suggesting it was very good indeed.
Hendricks was removed in the sixth with a 5-4 lead and the tying run on third before Cishek got out of
the inning and struck out the side in the seventh. Kintzler posted a perfect eighth before Strop did
likewise.
When President Theo Epstein revamped the back end of the bullpen last winter, adding Morrow and
Cishek to returnees Strop and Edwards, it wasn’t given nearly as much attention as the Yu Darvish
signing.
But the bullpen entered Saturday with a 3.30 ERA, second in the National League to the Diamondbacks,
and has continued to excel without Morrow.
The ringleader is Strop, one of the longest-tenured Cubs whose value often is overlooked. Now that he’s
the de facto closer, Strop is finally in the spotlight.
“It’s definitely within his ability,” Maddon said of Strop assuming the closer role.
“He’s a beast,” Cishek said. “I love watching him pitch. I knew when he was going out there today, he’d
be nails like always.”
One thing never in question is Strop’s ability to get his teammates laughing. It’s a long season, and
someone has to do it.
“We have fun, and that’s part of the game,” Strop said. “I don’t want to go home 10 years from now and
my kids ask me, ‘Hey, Papi, did you have fun when you played?’ I want to say, ‘Yes.’
“I want to put my teammates in the same mood every time. Sometimes they’re in a bad mood, but I’ll
make sure they’re in a good mood by the time they pitch.”
-Chicago Tribune
Yu Darvish 'optimistic' after bullpen session, throws shade at A-Rod
By Paul Sullivan
After throwing 55 pitches in a bullpen session Saturday, Yu Darvish threw some shade at ESPN analyst
Alex Rodriguez.
Asked if he has heard from Rodriguez since the retired slugger criticized him last week for being a
clubhouse distraction during his rehab from elbow issues, Darvish issued a sarcastic response through
his interpreter.
“If he sends me a text message or something, I’ll keep it and maybe take a screenshot and then print it
out and frame it just for a keepsake,” he cracked.

When reporters laughed at the remark, Darvish grinned and said in English, “I’m not joking.”
Rodriguez is scheduled to call the Aug. 12 Sunday night game at Wrigley Field between the Cubs and
Nationals. It should be quite a night as the Darvish-Rodriguez controversy lingers.
It began when Rodriguez criticized Darvish’s rehab during last week’s “Sunday Night Baseball” CubsCardinals telecast, saying he should be “somewhere in Arizona” getting ready.
“It’s gotten so bad that they let him basically police and take control of his own rehab, which is scary,”
Rodriguez said. “So he’ll let the team know when he’s ready, which, let me just tell you what that means
to a clubhouse. You lose respect quickly.”
Darvish didn’t seem bothered by the remarks, but Cubs President Theo Epstein texted Rodriguez to
complain about what he felt was an unwarranted and inaccurate attack. Epstein declined to discuss the
conversation, though he told WSCR-AM 670: “You’re never more sympathetic than when you’re
attacked by someone who’s sort of polarizing to begin with.”
Cubs manager Joe Maddon called Rodriguez’s remarks an “ambush” that was “done for a specific
reason.” He was upset that Rodriguez met with Maddon before that game and then unloaded on
Darvish.
“That’s what bothered me,” Maddon said. “To permit somebody into your space and then they walk out
of there with that?”
National broadcast crews typically meet with managers in their offices before games to get some inside
information. No one in baseball likes to criticize ESPN because of its close relationship to the top of the
sport’s food chain. The Cubs, however, don’t care about biting the hand that feeds them.
“ESPN and Major League Baseball are supposed to be partners working through this whole thing,”
Maddon said. “MLB Network (too), it’s a partnership. I’m not saying you have to pander or not be
critical, but when it crosses a line, that’s a little too much.”
As for his rehab, Darvish said he feels better after switching from treating the elbow to treating his spine
about 10 days ago.
“All my pitches, velocity-wise, were at their highest and I was able to follow through with my arm
motion,” Darvish said. “Everything up until this point, there was a little bit of pain and discomfort
involved, so I was just trying to see alternatives (in his treatment).”
The Cubs said Darvish had no back injury and was receiving normal back-strengthening treatment.
-Chicago Sun-Times
Bullpen rescues Cubs again in 5-4 victory against Padres
By David Just
First baseman Anthony Rizzo has been around the Cubs long enough to know that the bullpen hasn’t
always been this good.

‘‘If you were around four or five years ago, you sometimes scratched your head with people coming in,’’
he said. ‘‘But on this team, everyone who comes into the game, we have complete confidence in. It’s
pretty unique.’’
First baseman Anthony Rizzo has been around the Cubs long enough to know that the bullpen hasn’t
always been this good.
‘‘If you were around four or five years ago, you sometimes scratched your head with people coming in,’’
he said. ‘‘But on this team, everyone who comes into the game, we have complete confidence in. It’s
pretty unique.’’
‘‘He’s a beast,’’ Cishek said of Strop. ‘‘I love watching him pitch. I knew when he was going out there
today he would be nails. That’s just part of being a relief pitcher. If you have a rough one, you’re
probably going to get called on the next day to go out there. So you have to have a short-term
memory.’’
Strop has taken to the closer role while Brandon Morrow recovers from inflammation in his right biceps.
Strop has a career-high seven saves and has blown only one chance since taking over for Morrow on July
19.
The closing experience among members of the Cubs’ bullpen might be the edge the team needs down
the stretch and in the postseason. Cishek closed for the Marlins and Mariners, racking up 117 saves in
2012-16, and Kintzler closed for the Twins in 2016-17, collecting 46 saves.
Manager Joe Maddon tapped Strop for the job, even though he had less experience than others in the
role.
‘‘I just think that it was an easy decision for Joe because anybody could close a game in there,’’ Strop
said. ‘‘He could have used me, he could have used C.J. [Edwards], he could have used Cishek and
Kintzler’s here. We have the most experience as closers. That’s the reason I say it shouldn’t be that
difficult for him to make that decision.’’
The Cubs’ bullpen has a 3.27 ERA in 409 2/3 innings. Relievers are striking out 8.7 batters per nine
innings and have a better than 2-1 strikeout-to-walk ratio.
Newcomers Jesse Chavez and Kintzler, both of whom were acquired in trades last month, have
combined to post a 1.46 ERA in their first 10 appearances with the Cubs.
While fans have been waiting anxiously for the rotation to find its form, the bullpen has thrived.
‘‘We have a really, really good mix with young and veteran guys,’’ Strop said. ‘‘And they keep adding
more veteran guys, which is good for us. We feel like we are set in the bullpen and can compete with
any bullpen in the league.’’
Kyle Schwarber hit his 20th home run, becoming the first Cubs outfielder since Alfonso Soriano to have
back-to-back seasons with 20 or more. Rizzo hit his 182nd homer with the Cubs, surpassing Soriano for
11th in franchise history.
Kyle Hendricks faced the minimum nine batters without allowing a hit through three innings, but he
yielded three runs in the fourth and another in the sixth before giving way to Cishek. The pen took it
from there.

‘‘They were huge,’’ Hendricks said. ‘‘It didn’t look like a one-run ballgame the way they were pitching —
coming in, attacking the strike zone, made huge pitches when they needed to. Yeah, that was awesome
to see.’’
-Chicago Sun-Times
Yu Darvish optimistic after bullpen session, takes dig at A-Rod
By David Just
Right-hander Yu Darvish seemed to be in good spirits Saturday after mixing all his pitches into a 55-pitch
bullpen session as he continues his recovery from tendinitis in his right triceps.
Afterward, Darvish signed a few autographs for fans, spoke with the media and cracked some jokes at
ESPN analyst Alex Rodriguez’s expense. Rodriguez, of course, had criticized the Cubs’ $126 million
starter last week on ‘‘Sunday Night Baseball’’ for being a clubhouse distraction as he recovers from the
injury.
Darvish was asked whether he would like to speak with Rodriguez when he visits Chicago for the
‘‘Sunday Night Baseball’’ telecast next week.
‘‘If he sends me a text message or something, I’ll keep it and then maybe take a screenshot and print it
out and frame it,’’ Darvish said sarcastically through an interpreter. ‘‘Just for a keepsake.’’
He then added in English: ‘‘I’m not joking.’’
It was a good bit of lighthearted fun from Darvish, who has been painted by critics as too soft or too
sensitive.
Darvish could have the last laugh if he returns in time to pitch in some meaningful late-season games
and, potentially, in the playoffs.
‘‘First things first,’’ he said. ‘‘I’ve got to see how my body reacts [Sunday] and go from there.’’
Darvish, who hasn’t pitched since May, had thrown 23 pitches during a bullpen session last week in St.
Louis and felt some elbow pain early in the session. On Saturday, he sounded optimistic about the
process.
‘‘He seems a little more upbeat,’’ manager Joe Maddon said. ‘‘His smile was easier. I try to read body
language and faces, and when you ask pitchers how they’re feeling, they reveal what’s going on, and
normally it is the smile. I took that as a good thing.’’
Darvish said his recovery turned a corner when treatment shifted to his spine and back. The Cubs later
clarified the comment, saying the treatment of Darvish’s back is a routine part of his overall rehab
program, not treatment for a back injury.
Whatever they’re doing seems to be working. Darvish said he has been pain-free since the back
treatment began.

‘‘All my pitches velocity-wise were up there the highest, and I was able to follow through with my arm
motion,’’ he said.
A better Baez
Maddon said he could think of only one thing when asked about areas in which infielder Javy Baez still
could improve.
‘‘Just continue with pitch selection, just force the pitcher into the zone more,’’ Maddon said. ‘‘That’s it.’’
Baez, a National League MVP candidate, entered play Saturday leading the league in RBI, extra-base hits
and total bases. He’s also first in offensive wins above replacement.
Baez already has set career highs with 29 doubles, seven triples, 84 RBI and 19 stolen bases and is
closing in on previous career highs of 75 runs scored and 128 hits.
‘‘He’s using the whole field,’’ Maddon said. ‘‘You saw the home run [Friday] — opposite field, into the
wind. You saw the play at second base, the play at third base. You’ve seen the baserunning.
‘‘When you sit down and work with him, there’s not a whole lot in the other parts of his game [that can
improve], other than hitting.’’
-Daily Herald
Chicago Cubs score early, hang on to beat Padres
By Bruce Miles
Even with all the changes, injuries and minor-league call-ups, the one constant for the Chicago Cubs this
year has been a good bullpen.
On Saturday it was not only good. It was perfect.
The Cubs got 3⅓ innings of spotless relief from Steve Cishek, Brandon Kintzler and Pedro Strop as they
preserved a 1-run lead and allowed starting pitcher Kyle Hendricks to get the "W" in a 5-4 victory over
the San Diego Padres at steamy Wrigley Field.
"I feel like we have pretty much done it for the most part all year long," said Cishek, who relieved
Hendricks with two outs in the sixth inning and got the final out before striking out the side in the
seventh.
"Throughout the course of the year, we've become a tight-knit group. It's a pretty laid-back team. In the
bullpen, it's like that until about the fourth, fifth inning, and it starts becoming our time to be out there,
and everyone gets locked in."
For the season, the Cubs' bullpen has a 3.27 ERA, compared with 4.10 for the starters.
The Cubs have continued that good work even with closer Brandon Morrow on the disabled list for the
second time this season.

The "old man" of the group is Pedro Strop, who has been with the Cubs since coming over in midseason
trade from Baltimore in 2013.
After a 26-pitch save in a shaky outing Friday, Strop needed only 12 pitches Saturday, going 1-2-3 with a
pair of strikeouts to end the game. He picked up his seventh save of the season.
"I always do have a lot of energy," he said. "Sometimes stuff doesn't go your way, and you've just got to
battle. (Friday) was a battle for me. I feel happy that I was able to save that game and get my team that
win, which was really important for me and the team.
"Today, I just simplified. Just try to execute my pitches and keep it as short as possible."
Strop has set up for the likes of Morrow, Wade Davis, Aroldis Chapman and Hector Rondon over the
years.
"Yeah, man, I've been here a couple years, and I've had really good guys through those years," Strop
said. "We have a pretty special group this year, too.
"We have a really, really good mix with young and veteran guys. And they keep adding more veteran
guys. It's good for us. We feel we are set in that bullpen, and we feel like we can compete with any
bullpen in the league.
"We have fun in this bullpen. I don't want to go home 10 years from now, and when my kids ask me,
'Hey, Papi, did you have fun when you played?' I want to say yes."
Hendricks ran his record to 8-9 with a 4.07 ERA as he gave up 5 hits and 4 runs over his 5⅔ innings. The
offense staked him to a 5-0 lead in the second before he allowed 3 in the fourth. He was appreciative of
the relief.
"One hundred percent," he said. "They were huge. It didn't look like a 1-run ballgame the way they were
pitching, coming in and attacking the strike zone. They made huge pitches when they needed to. Yeah,
that was awesome to see for us today."
Forgive the hitters if they were feeling a little left out on this hitters day, with a gametime temperature
of 93 degrees and the wind blowing straight out.
Kyle Schwarber started the 5-run second against Walker Lockett with a booming home run to rightcenter. It was Schwarber's 20th of the season. Anthony Rizzo homered for the second time in two days,
giving him 17 for the season, when he hit a 2-run shot over the shrubbery in center field later in the
second.
But Rizzo deferred to the pen.
"It was nice to get Kyle the win there," he said. "Tough day to pitch. We scored early, and we held on.
Consistent. They (relievers) come into the game, and if you rewind four or five years ago, you're
sometimes scratching your head with people coming in. But on this team, everyone who comes into the
game, we have confidence in them.
"It's pretty unique. You usually don't have that on every team."
--

Daily Herald
Chicago Cubs pitcher Darvish feels good, takes swipe at A-Rod
By Bruce Miles
Chicago Cubs pitcher Yu Darvish was upbeat and smiling Saturday, stopping to sign autographs for fans
after throwing 55 pitches in the bullpen.
Darvish has not pitched since May 20 because of tendinitis in his right triceps, and his rehab was
interrupted once by elbow discomfort.
He revealed Saturday he switched treatment from the elbow to his spine as a preventive measure and
that he's feeling optimistic about his recovery.
Darvish also revealed a bit of a wicked sense of humor when asked about ESPN analyst and former bigleaguer Alex Rodriguez, who said on the "Sunday Night Baseball" broadcast that Darvish's rehab was a
distraction that could cause him to lose respect in the clubhouse.
Asked if he had heard from Rodriguez, Darvish said, through a translator: "If he sends me a text message
or something, I'll keep it and maybe take a screen shot and then bring it out, frame it for a keepsake."
While smiling, Darvish added, in English: "I'm not joking."
But, seriously, Darvish said he was feeling better after throwing the bullpen session.
"Yes, definitely," he said. "Now that I'm pitching, I'm very optimistic about the process now."
Darvish said the back treatment began about 10 days ago and has led to a more "positive flow." The
Cubs say there is nothing wrong with Darvish's back.
If Darvish is feeling OK over the next day, he could do another bullpen session or a simulated game. That
would precede a minor-league rehab assignment. Darvish made a rehab start at Class A South Bend in
late June, but the recovery process slowed after he reported feeling some elbow discomfort.
Going to bat for Bote:
Rookie infielder David Bote said Friday that the environment created by the Cubs in the clubhouse has
allowed him to be himself. Bote has been a positive contributor in several big-league stints this year.
Manager Joe Maddon revealed Saturday that Bote got an endorsement in spring training.
"David Ross was around a little bit," Maddon said, referring to the former Cubs backup catcher. "Rossy
came up to me and validated Bote. Just like conversationally, hanging out with him a little bit, he just
walked in the office one day and wanted me to know how highly he thought of David Bote. And that
doesn't happen all the time.
"Conversationally or among the group, David Bote revealed to David Ross that he kind of had what it
takes to be a part of this group. Bote is definitely his own man, no question about it. You can converse
with him. He's going to come back at you with a well-thought-out response.

"He's definitely not wide-eyed. I don't think peer pressure really matters in a bad way. He's not going to
conform to somebody else's methods just because they come after him strongly because he's a strong
person himself. I like all that about David."
-Daily Herald
Rozner: This pitcher answers 30-year-old Cubs question
By Barry Rozner
Mike Bielecki is hardly ashamed that he knows the answer to a Cubs trivia question most get wrong.
Of course, it's easy when you're the answer.
While most believe Rick Sutcliffe started the first night game played at Wrigley Field in 1988, it's not
true.
Yes, Sutcliffe took the ball on Aug. 8, 1988, but the skies opened up with the Cubs leading in the fourth
inning and the game never restarted with a vicious thunderstorm refusing to give way.
After the rainout, the first official night game took place the following night, with the 28-year-old
Bielecki on the mound.
"I know Sut wanted that first night game and there wasn't any other choice. It had to be him," Bielecki
said. "He was a Cubs icon. If he wanted it, that game was his."
The Cubs rotation that season consisted of Sutcliffe, 22-year-old Greg Maddux having a breakout year,
Jamie Moyer, Calvin Schiraldi and some combination of Al Nipper and Jeff Pico.
Bielecki had been traded to the Cubs from Pittsburgh at the end of spring training and spent 1988 as a
setup man until they sent him to Iowa (AAA) in early May. Rich Gossage and Don Zimmer didn't get
along particularly well and Gossage was nearing the end of his Hall of Fame career.
"They sent me down to work on being a closer," Bielecki said. "When I got called up, the last thing I
thought was I would be in the rotation."
And he wasn't. His first 4 appearances when Bielecki returned in late July were out of the pen. On Aug.
4, he threw 23 pitches in an inning of relief, and a couple of days before 8-8-88 he discovered he would
be starting on Aug. 9.
"I'm charting the game on Aug. 8 and never did it cross my mind that we wouldn't finish that game,"
Bielecki said from his home in Florida. "I don't remember how long we sat there, but I thought we would
stay all night and get that game in.
"I had never been in a game like that. It was historic. The atmosphere was like the playoffs, bunting all
over. It made the hair stand up on the back of your neck. I was like, 'Can you imagine doing this for five
or six or seven games?'
"We were just glad it was going to be over finally because the hype all year was crazy. It's all we heard
about every day. No matter what happened, the questions were about the first night game.

"Maddux was having this big year and he could have thrown a no-hitter and the first question would
have still been about the lights."
Bielecki started on Aug. 9 and went 5 innings and 71 pitches, allowing 2 runs on 7 hits. The Cubs were
down 2-1 when he departed and rallied to beat the Mets 6-4, with Frank DiPino getting the victory and
Gossage the save as Andre Dawson, Ryne Sandberg, Mark Grace, Rafael Palmeiro and Jody Davis drove
in runs for the home team.
"So I got to start the first official game, but it just fell into my lap," Bielecki said with a laugh. "It wasn't
normal with all the excitement and I was nervous, but once you get out there it's just a baseball game.
"It is cool. I have an envelope with a commemorative stamp honoring the first official night game. My
name is on there. I have it framed in my baseball room. I still have the program from that night.
"I'm pretty sure the Hall of Fame has stuff from that night, so it's a thrill for me to be a part of it."
Bielecki went back and forth between the rotation and bullpen the rest of that season -- he collected the
win five days later, throwing 124 pitches -- and in 1989 was a huge part of the "Boys of Zimmer," going
18-7 in 33 starts with a 3.14 ERA and 3.50 FIP, finishing ninth in Cy Young voting for a Cubs team that
won the division and lost the NLCS in five games to Will Clark's Giants.
"People say, 'What's your proudest moment?' Well, playing 14 years in the big leagues was amazing, but
that first night game was the biggest game I ever pitched in until the postseason in 1989," said Bielecki,
who pitched in the World Series for the Braves in 1996. "When I'm in Chicago, it comes up once in a
while, but it's 30 years ago and I don't think most people remember who started that game the next
night.
"It's a good trivia question."
The answer is Mike Bielecki.
-The Athletic
Bullpen comes up big while Cubs inch closer to full strength
By Sahadev Sharma
The Cubs are not yet the team they believe they can be. They’re in first place, 18 games over .500 after
another nail-biting 5-4 win over the lowly San Diego Padres and continue to boast the best record in the
National League. But manager Joe Maddon still knows there’s another level coming — if only his team
can get healthy.
“I don’t normally permit myself that thought,” Maddon said before the win. “I’m always so concerned
with who we have and how everything fits right now. But occasionally I do. KB’s [Kris Bryant] out,
Brandon [Morrow] and how what that does to the bullpen and [Yu] Darvish. That’s how it was intended
to look in the beginning. We’ve been playing a lot of games not looking like that.”
Bryant remains sidelined with a sore left shoulder and his timetable is still a bit murky, though Maddon
believes he’ll move quickly once he starts swinging a bat. Darvish threw another side session before
Saturday’s game, and optimism grows that he’ll return in a few weeks. Morrow hasn’t pitched since

before the All-Star break, though he threw again Saturday, and the belief within the Cubs organization is
that he’ll return to full health and be impactful for the team down the stretch and into October.
“It’s just next guy up, whoever’s in there,” said Kyle Hendricks, Saturday’s starter. “They know how to
play the game. The mindset trickles down through everyone no matter who’s in there. We know these
big guys are out, the guys coming in are ready to step in there. Ready to step up and make big plays, put
together good at-bats. And just how we’ve been pitching out of the bullpen, that’s been huge. That’s
been a stalwart for us.”
While the Cubs didn’t make a splashy deadline trade like some other contenders, this team is where it is
because Theo Epstein and company continued to focus on creating depth. By adding veterans Brandon
Kintzler and Jesse Chavez, and bringing in starter Cole Hamels with the hopes that the 34-year-old
southpaw will benefit from a change of scenery, the front office provided some relief for an overworked
bullpen (seventh in baseball in innings pitched).
The Cubs have been getting more optimistic news on the injury front each day, and before Saturday’s
game Darvish threw 55 pitches, including warmup tosses, in a bullpen session that had him getting up
and down to simulate rest in between innings. He said he threw all his pitches and that, velocity-wise,
they were as high as they’ve been since he started rehabbing. He said he felt good about the fact that he
was able to follow through with his arm.
“Now that I’m pitching, I’m very optimistic about this process,” Darvish said through an interpreter.
Darvish revealed that he felt he turned a corner around 10 days ago when his treatment started to focus
on his spine, which “triggered to a more positive flow.” He clarified that his back wasn’t hurting him, but
rather during standard preventative maintenance that occurs during all rehab processes, the treatment
on his back seemed to line up with him feeling significantly better.
“Everything up to this point, there was pain or discomfort involved,” Darvish said. “I was just trying to
see alternatives and it ended up being in the back.
“I can’t say for certain, but timing-wise, that’s when I started the treatment and the discomfort and
everything went away. So it could be a factor.”
After the Alex Rodriguez drama from last weekend, the team has seemed to rally around the injured
starter, and Darvish has seemed more comfortable and at ease with the process as a whole. Perhaps
that’s just as coincidental as the treatment on his back, but he also didn’t hesitate to crack jokes when
asked about whether he’d talk to Rodriguez before the team’s next Sunday night game next week.
“If he sends me a text message or something, I’ll keep it,” Darvish said. “Take a screen shot, print it out
and frame it just for a keepsake.”
Reporters laughed heartily as Darvish wrapped up his media session. As he got down from his seat in the
dugout, Darvish then turned and quipped in English, “I’m not joking…”
That type of humor certainly plays well in a loose clubhouse that seems to thrive on the camaraderie
built over the years. It’s a group that has trust in everyone on the roster, from the stars to the 25th man.
It’s why they believe they can still go out and win despite three key players being injured for an
extended period of time.

On Saturday, the relievers took center stage for the Cubs. It’s a group that’s posted a 3.27 ERA on the
season, fourth-best in baseball, and they’ve continued to shine despite injuries and struggles from the
rotation to go deep into games on a consistent basis.
In the Cubs’ second consecutive win, three relievers combined to face 10 batters — all while the team
clung to a one-run lead — and retired each one. With Morrow on the shelf, Pedro Strop came in and
retired all three batters he faced in the ninth, just one day after he wriggled out of a jam to come away
with the save.
“He’s a beast, he’s awesome,” said Steve Cishek, who worked a perfect 1 1/3 innings. “I love watching
him pitch. I knew when he was going out there today that he’d be nails like always. That’s just part of
being a relief pitcher. You have a rough one, you’re probably going to get called on to go out there. So
you have to have a short-term memory and go out there and give it everything you’ve got. He does a
good job with it.”
Strop often talks about the importance of wiping the slate clean and maintaining a positive attitude, and
perhaps no one does that better than him. Many focus on the occasional blow-ups a good reliever may
have, but for Strop, who is working on his fifth consecutive season delivering a sub-3.00 ERA with the
Cubs, he refuses to think that way.
“As a reliever, you don’t have time to be thinking about rough ones,” Strop said. “You have to put those
away sooner than later and just focus on the moment. I think I have the ability to put bad ones away
quick. I think that’s been huge for me in my career to be consistent.”
While he won’t come out and say it, it appears as though Maddon has made Strop the closer in
Morrow’s absence. The consistent righty has come in for all six save opportunities the Cubs have had
since the break and converted five of them.
“I just think it was an easy decision for Joe,” Strop said. “Not putting me, it was easy for him because
anybody could close a game in there. I don’t think that was difficult for him. He could use me, he could
use CJ [Carl Edwards Jr.], he could use Cishek – who has the most experience as a closer – and now we
have Kintzler. Anybody could be the closer. That’s why I say it shouldn’t be that difficult for him to make
the decision.”
Cishek, Kinztler and Justin Wilson have all had extended runs as a team’s primary closer. Morrow has
proven more than capable when he’s healthy and Strop has been strong during his absence. And
Edwards may not have ever been a closer in his short career, but he’s arguably the most dominant
reliever on the team.
“If you were around four or five years ago, you sometimes scratch your head with people coming in,”
Anthony Rizzo said. “But on this team, everyone who comes into the game, we have full confidence in.
It’s pretty unique, you usually don’t have that on every team.”
The Cubs still aren’t playing their best ball. They lost the first game to the Padres and then needed every
one of the five runs they’ve scored each of the last two days. But good teams find a way to win even
when they’re not at their best. As sloppy as some may seem, the wins continue to come at a good pace.
And if the Cubs can continue to get by against weaker competition and pull out victories against division
opponents, it will only make them look stronger when the reinforcements arrive over the coming weeks.
“To still be in a good position that we are utilizing different parts and even some wonderful acquisitions
late, that’s pretty good,” Maddon said. “That’s a tribute to the depth of the group and the fact that I

think we do play a more complete game of baseball. But getting those guys back, playing at their level,
obviously makes us a better team.”
-Cubs.com
Rizzo, Schwarber, 'pen help Cubs best Friars
By Carrie Muskat
CHICAGO -- Anthony Rizzo and Kyle Schwarber each hit home runs on Saturday, but the game belonged
to the Cubs' bullpen.
Relievers Steve Cishek, Brandon Kintzler and Pedro Strop combined to throw 3 1/3 perfect innings in the
Cubs' 5-4 victory over the Padres at Wrigley Field. Rizzo kept up his hot pace at the top of the lineup,
hitting a two-run homer, while Schwarber belted a solo shot -- his 20th home run of the season -- to give
Kyle Hendricks the win and hand the Padres their 70th loss this season.
"Consistent -- that's the biggest thing," Rizzo said of the Cubs' relief corps. "They come into the game
and, if you rewind, four, five years ago, you'd scratch your head with people coming in. But, on this
team, everyone who comes in the game, you feel confident in. That's pretty unique. you don't have that
on every team."
The Cubs have survived so far without closer Brandon Morrow, who is on the disabled list for the second
time this season, this time because of inflammation in his right triceps. Strop has taken over the closer's
role, converting his last four save opportunities -- the longest stretch of his career.
Cubs manager Joe Maddon could take his pick of Strop, Cishek, Kintzler, Justin Wilson or Carl Edwards Jr.
to close games in Morrow's absence. All have done it.
"'Mo's' awesome -- and we're a much better bullpen when he's there. But until he's healthy, it's our job
to make sure we're keeping the score the same and, in our case, for Stropy, finishing the ballgame,"
Cishek said. "I feel any one of us could [close the game], but Strop's our guy, right now. He's been
awesome. It's just a matter of pulling together and getting the job done, regardless of the
circumstances."
Said Strop: "Anybody can close the game. It shouldn't be that difficult for [Maddon] to make the
decision."
It isn't always 1-2-3. On Friday, Strop gave up two runs in the ninth inning of the Cubs' 5-4 win over the
Padres.
"[Friday] was a battle," Strop said. "Today, I just simplified things and tried to execute my pitches and
tried to keep it as short as possible."
Cishek calls Strop a "beast." He means that in a good way.
"I always hear that from him," Strop said, laughing. "It feels good when he tells me that. He's a beast,
too. I always say, as a reliever, you don't have time to think about rough ones. You've got to be able to
put the bad ones away sooner [rather] than later and just focus on what's in the moment. I think I have
that ability to put the bad ones away quick, and I think that's been huge for me in my career to be
consistent."

Schwarber and Rizzo each hit a double and a home run in the game, with Rizzo winning the distance
contest. His two-run shot in the fifth went 444 feet to straightaway center. Schwarber's shot leading off
the five-run second inning was measured at a respectable 405 feet. Both came off the Padres' Walker
Lockett, who was making a spot start in place of Joey Lucchesi, who was sidelined by stomach flu and
bumped back to Sunday's finale.
Rizzo seems to be digging the leadoff spot. He has five home runs and eight RBIs in his last nine games.
In 22 games at the top of the Cubs' lineup, he's 30-for-81 (.370) with six doubles, one triple, six homers
and 10 walks.
Is Rizzo on one of those home run streaks?
"I hope so," Rizzo said. "I hope they continue to keep coming. I just try to have good at-bats every time."
Hendricks scattered five hits, including Austin Hedges' home run, over 5 2/3 innings on a sweltering day
at Wrigley, where the game-time temperature was 93 degrees. Hendricks is the only right-hander in the
Cubs' rotation now. What's that feel like?
"I feel [how] the lefties feel most of the time," Hendricks said.
He appreciated the bullpen's efforts the most.
"They were huge," Hendricks said of the relief effort. "It didn't look like a one-run ballgame, the way
they were pitching. They were attacking the strike zone and made huge pitches when they needed to.
That was awesome to see today."
And they have fun together in the 'pen.
"I don't want to go home 10 years from now and when my kids ask me, 'Hey, Papi, did you have fun
when you played?' I want to say, 'Yes,'" Strop said. "I try to put my teammates in the same mood every
time. Sometimes you're in a bad mood, but I make sure they're in a good mood when they go out to
pitch."
MOMENTS THAT MATTERED
Jump start: Schwarber joined the 20-homer club when he led off the second with his blast off a 3-2
fastball from Lockett. It's the second straight season he's reached 20 homers, after totaling 30 in 2017.
The Cubs weren't done. Ian Happ singled and two outs later, scored on Addison Russell's single. Rizzo
followed with his 17th home run, a 444-foot shot on top of the batter's eye suite in center field. Jason
Heyward added an RBI single for a 5-0 lead.
SOUND SMART
Rizzo now has 182 home runs with the Cubs and moved into sole possession of 11th place on the team's
all-time list, passing Alfonso Soriano (181). Next up is Hack Wilson, who hit 190 home runs for the team.
HE SAID IT
"We're on the upswing. [Jose Quintana] has been throwing real well. [Cole] Hamels' first start looked
real good. Even today, I thought it was better than the line turned out. We have to stick with what we're
doing, follow Jon [Lester] and make good pitches, attacking the strike zone. It'll come, but I think we're
on the upswing now." -- Hendricks, on the Cubs' rotation

MITEL REPLAY OF THE DAY
With one out in the Chicago fifth, Schwarber lined the ball off the wall in right field. Hunter Renfroe
threw a strike to shortstop Freddy Galvis and Schwarber was called out. But the Cubs challenged the
ruling and, after a review, the call was overturned.
UP NEXT
Lester will close this brief homestand against the Padres' Lucchesi. He had some command issues in his
last outing against the Pirates, as he gave up four runs over five innings. He's 5-2 with a 2.97 ERA at
Wrigley, so maybe being home will help. He beat the Padres on July 15 in San Diego. First pitch is
scheduled for 1:20 p.m. CT.
-Cubs.com
Schwarber reaches 20-homer plateau
By Carrie Muskat
CHICAGO -- Kyle Schwarber joined the 20-homer club on Saturday in the Cubs' 5-4 win over the Padres
at Wrigley Field.
Schwarber led off the Cubs' second inning with his 20th home run of the season, launching a 3-2 fastball
from the Padres' Walker Lockett into the right-field bleachers.
It's the second straight season Schwarber has reached 20 homers. He hit a career-high 30 last year for
the Cubs. He also joins Javier Baez, who leads the team with 23 homers.
Anthony Rizzo got in on the action, too, as he outdid Schwarber, hitting his 17th homer 444 feet to
center as part of a five-run inning. Schwarber's home run traveled 405 feet to right.
Lockett was making a spot start for Joey Lucchesi, who was sidelined with a stomach bug.
Rizzo now has 182 home runs with the Cubs and and moved into sole possession of 11th on the team's
all-time list, passing Alfonso Soriano (181). Next up is Hack Wilson, who hit 190 home runs for the team.
-Cubs.com
Darvish optimistic after 50-pitch bullpen session
By Carrie Muskat
CHICAGO -- The Cubs' Yu Darvish threw 50 pitches in the bullpen and was feeling optimistic after the
workout on Saturday.
What may have helped the right-hander is that he's not focused on treating his elbow, but 10 days ago
began exercises for his back.
"Everything up until this point, there was a little pain and discomfort involved," Darvish said through his
interpreter, when asked why he'd added the back workouts. "I was trying to see alternatives."
Darvish has not pitched for the Cubs since May because of right triceps tendinitis, and the team will wait
to see how he feels on Sunday before deciding on the next step in his rehab.

"Now that I'm pitching, I'm very optimistic about this process," Darvish said.
Cubs manager Joe Maddon can tell the right-hander is feeling better.
"He seems a little more upbeat," Maddon said. "His smile was easier. I try to read body language and
faces -- and when you ask pitchers how they're feeling, they reveal what's going on, and normally it is
the smile. I took that as a good thing."
The only negative in Darvish's rehab of late were comments by ESPN's Alex Rodriguez during last
Sunday's broadcast. Rodriguez suggested Darvish should be in Arizona getting treatment, not with the
team.
Cubs president of baseball operations Theo Epstein has communicated with Rodriguez since then, but
Darvish said he didn't see the text messages between the two. Would Darvish want to talk to Rodriguez
on Aug. 12, when ESPN broadcasts the Cubs' game against the Nationals?
"If he sends me a text message or something, I'll keep it and maybe take a screen shot and print it out
and frame it," Darvish said through his interpreter.
Then, Darvish added in English: "I'm not joking."
So there's no misunderstanding, Darvish was being sarcastic.
• On Friday, Pedro Strop got the save, subbing for Brandon Morrow, who is on the disabled list because
of right biceps inflammation. How does Maddon pick who will close?
"I don't go into the game [thinking], 'This is my guy,'" Maddon said, adding he looks ahead to the best
matchups.
• Javier Baez leads the National League in RBIs and is being mentioned as an MVP candidate. What does
he need to improve on?
"[Baez should] just continue with pitch selection, just force the pitcher into the zone more," Maddon
said. "That's it. He's using the whole field. You saw the home run, opposite field, into the wind [on
Friday]. You saw the play at second base, the play at third base. You've seen the baserunning. When you
sit down and work with him, there's not a whole lot in the other parts of his game [that need work],
other than hitting."
-NBC Sports Chicago
The Cubs rotation may finally be rounding into form
By Tony Andracki
After the Cubs signed Yu Darvish in February, there were a lot of people opining that this could be the
best rotation in baseball and maybe the best in franchise history.
It's the first week of August and we still haven't seen anything close to that level of production from the
Cubs starting staff.

Yet things are starting to look up for this rotation.
On a day when Darvish finally delivered some good news about his rehab process, Kyle Hendricks' final
line in the Cubs' 5-4 victory didn't look all that great.
But beneath the surface, it was another step in the right direction for "The Professor."
For the second start in a row, Hendricks did not walk a batter (though he did hit former Cubs farmhand
Christian Villanueva twice). He gave up just 5 hits in 5.2 innings, but 4 of those batters came around to
score.
He was also done in by an error of his own accord, throwing the ball into the stands on Travis
Jankowski's tapper back to the mound to lead off the fourth.
Hendricks felt like he only really made two bad pitches and Joe Maddon was raving about the righthander's stuff after the game.
"Did a lot of things that I'm trying to work on really well, just gotta stick with it," Hendricks said.
He also expressed confidence in his arsenal more, feeling more comfortable throwing the curveball and
able to unleash his two-seam fastball with conviction.
At times Saturday, Willson Contreras looked to have trouble catching Hendricks' two-seamer cleanly
because of the late movement.
"It was moving a lot," Hendricks said. "Really, glove-side, I thought I had good command with it. It's
kinda what I've been trying to work on and not so much side-to-side action. I felt like I had more sink
today.
"It just allows me to attack the strike zone a little better. Maybe now that I see it, I can trust it a little
more, start using it more. But yeah, it's definitely the best it's probably been all year."
To borrow a phrase from Maddon, it hasn't been an oil painting for Hendricks this season, but he's really
only had one bad month.
In five June starts, Hendricks carried a 7.03 ERA, 1.69 WHIP and walked 15 batters vs. only 18 strikeouts
in 24.1 innings.
In seven starts since the end of June, Hendricks has a 3.76 ERA, 1.15 WHIP and only 5 walks vs. 40
strikeouts in 40.2 innings.
The equation is simple: He's getting more swings and misses and not doling out free passes.
That's more like the Kyle Hendricks Cubs fans have become accustomed to — the Game 1 starter in the
NLDS and the guy who pitched this franchise to the first World Series in more than seven decades.
The Cubs rotation hasn't been going out and tossing a bunch of shutouts or even notching many quality
starts, but the positive vibes around the group are beginning to pick up some steam within the
clubhouse. Whispers of a turnaround are getting a bit louder.

Jose Quintana had arguably his best start of the season Friday, the first time in 2018 he has not walked a
batter. The results were good, but the Cubs were just as happy with how he got there, throwing his
fastball with conviction for the first time in a while.
Mike Montgomery felt very encouraged about his start Thursday after trying out a new grip on his
curveball and incorporating more of a slider/cutter into his repertoire.
Cole Hamels' debut could not have gone much better, as he struck out 9 and allowed just an unearned
run in 5 innings Wednesday.
Then there's Hendricks' turnaround, Jon Lester playing the role of the steady veteran (12-4, 3.22 ERA)
and good news on the potential return of both Darvish and Drew Smyly.
Since Quintana's rough first inning in St. Louis a week ago, Cubs starters have allowed just 8 earned runs
in 30.1 innings, carrying a 2.37 ERA and 1.09 WHIP in that span. They've also walked only 6 batters vs. 28
strikeouts.
"We're definitely getting there," Hendricks said. "We're on the upswing. Q's been throwing the ball real
well. Hamels' first start looked real good. Even today, I thought it was a little better than the line turned
out.
"We gotta stick with what we're doing, kinda following Jon, just making good pitches, attacking the
strike zone. It'll come, but I think we're definitely on the upswing right now."
-NBC Sports Chicago
Finally, some optimism surrounding Yu Darvish's rehab
By Tony Andracki
Yu Darvish hasn't spoken to Alex Rodriguez, but he has a plan ready if the former player and current
ESPN broadcaster were to reach out:
"If he sends me a text message or something, I'll keep it, maybe take a screenshot, print it out, frame it,"
Darvish said through a translator.
That officially ended his media session before Saturday's game, but Darvish wasn't done yet:
"I'm not joking," he said in English as he walked away.
It's been a little while since we've seen that sense of humor and edge from Darvish.
He has plenty of bulletin board material for his Comeback Tour and for the first time in what feels like
forever, there is actually optimism surrounding Darvish's rehab.
He threw around 55 pitches Saturday morning in the Cubs bullpen underneath the left-field bleachers.
That includes warm-up pitches and the Cubs also simulated an inning break by having him throw some
pitches, sit down for about five minutes and then get back up and finish off the session.

Darvish worked in every pitch in his arsenal and said he felt good after. Instead of talking about any
anxiety or discomfort after a throwing session like previous instances, he instead was looking toward the
future, discussing facing hitters as the next step.
"Yeah, certainly [this is the best I've felt]," Darvish said through a translator. "I think all my pitches,
velocity-wise were up there at the highest and then I was able to follow through with my arm motion.
"Definitely now that I'm pitching, very optimistic about the process now."
The Cubs don't have a set plan, but if Darvish reports all is well physically Sunday, the next step would
be a simulated game against his Cubs teammates.
Darvish felt like he turned a corner physically about 10 days ago and believes it could possibly be
because he and Cubs trainers put more emphasis on treating his back and triggering a "more positive
flow."
The Cubs always treat every area of a player's body while they're rehabbing, which makes sense. Just
because a guy is on the disabled list for an elbow or triceps injury doesn't mean he or the Cubs trainers
can neglect other parts of his body as he tries to get back into game shape.
"Everything up until this point, there was a little bit of pain and discomfort involved," Darvish said. "So I
was just trying to see alternatives and it ended up being in the back.
"I can't say for certain [the back treatment helped the arm], but timing-wise, that's when I started the
treatment and discomfort and everything went away. So it could be a factor."
Whether the back was the key in the recovery or not, the 31-year-old pitcher has said the whole process
recently has been better than it was before.
He's been on quite the roller coaster the last three months.
After a start at Wrigley Field on May 2, Darvish was placed on the disabled list with the flu. He returned
May 15 in Atlanta and had to leave that game due to leg cramps.
He made one more start — May 20 in Cincinnati — before again hitting the disabled list, this time with
triceps tightness.
That triceps issue was addressed and Darvish worked up to a rehab start in Class-A South Bend on June
25.
But he reported some discomfort after that 57-pitch outing and then had to have his ensuing bullpen
halted in Los Angeles later that week.
Darvish flew to Texas to get a second opinion on his arm, where it was discovered he had an elbow
impingement. He received a cortisone shot in that elbow on June 29 and now has been working his way
back from that ordeal over the last five weeks.
The Cubs have taken things slow with the veteran right-hander, especially given his history (he had
Tommy John surgery in March 2015).

Theo Epstein said before the trade deadline the Cubs knew they realistically couldn't rely on Darvish
returning and making an impact for this team, so they went out and acquired one of Darvish's former
teammates — Cole Hamels — to help bolster the rotation.
Even in a best case scenario, Darvish is still weeks away from being able to throw on a Cubs uniform and
pitch in front of the Wrigley Field fans again.
But this is absolutely a step in the right direction and if he does return, it could be perfect timing for the
team a few weeks before the postseason.
A Darvish return could also mean the Cubs flip Mike Montgomery back from the rotation into the
bullpen as they keep an eye on the southpaw's workload (he's on pace for a career-high in innings
pitched).
--

